This class will address all facets of reloading from the basics to the most advanced techniques. Students should bring their own equipment if convenient and instructor will concentrate on precision reloading long range preparation but not limited to that. We will look at Exterior Ballistics and how bullet shape can influence accuracy. Plus we will follow an informal format trying to be open to all pertinent questions.

**Rich Machholz** has been a ballistic technician at Sierra Bullets for 21 years and a long range Benchrest competitor for over half that time. He began hunting at a very early age and reloading followed shortly thereafter. In the early 1980's he got an idea, made some drawings, hired an attorney and eventually received a design patent for case spinners. He resurrected his old Sportsman Supply Company which was a retail sales company but soon developed into a small manufacturing company building portable shooting tables, rifle rests, target stands and the SSC Case Spinners. That eventually lead to free lance writing and later yet got him in the door at Sierra Bullets.

rich@sierrabullets.com

### Reloading A-Z Tool List

- 1" Micrometer
- 6" Calipers (No plastic RCBS)
- Reloading dies for their caliber of choice.
- Bullets for their caliber of choice.
- Powder for their caliber of choice.
- Primers for their caliber of choice.
- Brass for their caliber of choice.
- Pad of engineering paper
- Reloading tray
- Front rest and or appropriate front and rear bags
- Bore cleaning equipment
- proper eye and ear protection
- Rifles or Pistols to check for problems & proper function, and shoot later in the week providing the weather is good.